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We study the “broken circuits” introduced by H. Whitney, and their applica- 
tions to Aromatic polynomials, using as a main tool the idea of the cycle space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a graph with y2 points and k lines (no loops or multiple lines). 
Then its chromatic polynomial may be written 
MG(X) = xn - a,x”-1 + *** -j- f-l)” asx-, (9 
where the coefficients a,. are nonnegative integers, a, = k, and p1 - s is 
the number of components of 6. The term cycle will denote a closed path 
of G (no repeated points). We draw attention to a result of Whitney f7] 
which, surprisingly, is not mentioned in Read’s survey [6] (but now 
incorporated in the recent book of Biggs [l]). In our notation it becomes 
THEOREM W (H. Whitney). The coeficient a, in (1) equals the number 
of spanning subgraphs of G with I’ lines which contain no W-broken cy&. 
A set of W-broken cycles of G is obtained by strictly ordering the lines 
of G and deleting from each cycle its highest ordered line (to apply the 
theorem, one must construct a specific set, and work with this). 
These are the “broken circuits” introduced by Whitney. They turn out 
to be strictly less general than those obtained by deleting an arbitrary 
line from each cycle (see Examples 2.1, 2.3; the survey f6, p 671 should 
not be taken to allow arbitrary deletions). 
Theorem W shows that the a, are strictly positive for 1 < r < 3, that 
a2 = (3 - (number of triangles of G), and it yields rn~~~-sirn~~i~e~ 
proofs of some results of Meredith [4]. For instance, a, ,( (f) is immediate. 
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We obtain an illuminating alternative construction for W-broken cycles. 
Call a set of broken cycles S-broken if it may be obtained as follows. 
Choose a spanning forest, order its chords, and delete from each cycle 
the highest ordered chord contained in that cycle. 
THEOREM 1. A set of broken cycles is W-broken iffit is S-broken. 
This shows that the set of lines deleted from a W-broken set is the 
smallest possible (see Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 2.7). Notice that the 
definition of W-broken demands an ordering of the whole of E(G), 
whereas for S-broken only the set of deleted lines is ordered. It transpires 
that Theorem W is false for broken cycles in general (2.3) but true for 
a wider class than W-broken (Theorem 2). 
We show that every set of broken cycles of G is W-broken iff one of 
six equivalent conditions holds (Theorem 4), and use broken cycles to 
derive a formula for the coefficients a, in this case (Theorem 5) and an 
upper bound for the a, in case G is eulerian (Theorem 6). We conclude 
with a necessary and sufficient condition for the lines of an eulerian graph 
to have more than one partition into cycles (Theorem 7). 
2. BROKEN CYCLES AND THE CYCLE SPACE 
Let u denote a set of broken cycles of the graph G. The set of lines 
(breaks) deleted in forming Q is its breaking set, p. We may specify a 
cycle by a sequence of edges in no particular order (a bar denotes 
the break). 
We first establish that D need not be W-broken. In the first of two 
examples, Theorem W nevertheless holds (i.e., a, equals the number of 
spanning subgraphs of G with r lines, which contain no member of 0). 
In the second example, Theorem W fails. For both, we take G as the union 
of three triangles abc, cde, efg, with common edges identified. 
The chromatic polynomial, calculated by the methods of [6], is 
x5 - 7x4 + 18x3 - 20x2 + 8x. The cycles of G are: abc, cde, efg, abde, 
c&g, abdfg. 
2.1. EXAMPLE. Define g by giving the cycles respective breaks a, d, g, 
a, d, g. Then p = {a, d, g}. u is W-broken iff the lines of G can be ordered 
so that each break is the highest ordered edge of its cycle. Suppose the 
edges have been so ordered. Since g is in cycle cdfg, we must have d > g 
in the ordering. On the other hand, d is in abdfg, so that g > d. This 
contradiction shows that c is not W-broken. However, a check shows 
that Theorem W does give the correct values for the a, . 
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2.2. Remark. If G has a pair of cycles with at least two common lines, 
then there exists a non-W-broken set for G (simply ar 
2.3. EXAMPLE. Define CJ by respective breaks a, c, fT d, c; $ As in 
Example 2.1, suppose 0 is W-broken and E(G) suitably ordered. From 
cycles Zbc, Edfg, and abdfg we obtain, respectively, a > c, c > f, S > a. 
Since these are contradictory, o cannot be W-broken. Furthermore, we 
find that Theorem W fails, for it gives a, = 7, instead of the true value 
of 8. 
2.4. The Cycle Space (see [2, pp. 37-391). With symmetric difference as 
addition, the subsets of E(G) may be viewed as a vector space over GF(2). 
We write the set (x, y,...> as x + y + .... Similarly for subsets of V(G)- 
The botmdary homomorphism sends line subsets to point subsets by 
ZEO -+ u $ v, where uu is the join of points u and 8. The line subsets with 
zero boundary form a vector space, the cycle space of G, co~msisting of 
cycles and sums of line disjoint cycles, and with dimension CB = k - yz + 
(number of components of G). A cycZe basis consists of d independent 
cydes. 
Given a spanning forest F of 6, its chords b, ,...9 bd are the lines of G 
not in F. Each bi determines a cycle Bi , which we will call its Erasic cycle. 
The Bi together constitute a cycle basis (not all cycle bases may be so 
constructed). We conclude this summary with 
2.5. ~OPOSITION. If C is any cycle, then if contains at least o~te of the 
bi , and C = C Bj , where the sum is over all,jfor which bi s C. 
-Let us ask: What is the least possible size of any breaking set, for 
given G ? Since G - p is acyclic it may be completed to a spanning forest .Fg 
whose d chords are therefore contained in & Recalling that if o is S-broken, 
then p is the set of chords of some F, we have the following. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. I p 1 >, d always, and I /3 i = d ifs /3 is the set of 
chords of a spanning forest. 
This all sheds light on the W-broken construction, for by ordering the 
elow its chords we see that S-broken implies W-broken. 
Our first theorem contains the deeper assertion, that the converse holds. 
THEOREM 1. CT is W-broken ifso is S-broken. 
2.4. COROLLARY. If u is W-broken then / p i = d. 
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LEMMA A. Let c be W-broken. If the cycle C is a sum oft (2 2) cycles 
with distinct breaks x, ,..., xt then the break of C is max(xl ,..., xJ. 
Proof. I am indebted to the referee for a remark which shortened the 
proof of this lemma. Suppose cycle C equals D + E, where D and E are 
cycles with breaks x, y respectively, and x > y. If we show the break of C 
is x, then the lemma follows by induction on t. Now, x > y implies x is 
higher than any other line of D or E, so it remains to check that x is 
actually contained in D + E. But this is immediate, for x > y implies x 
is not in E (or y could not be the break of E). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have already shown that S-broken implies 
W-broken, so now suppose u is W-broken. As argued before 
(Proposition 2.6), /3 contains the set of chords b, ,..., b8 of a spanning 
forest. Suppose they are the respective breaks of cycles C, ,..., C, (these 
cycles need not be unique). 
By Lemma A, no one of the Ci can be the sum of a subset of the rest. 
Since they are therefore independent in the cycle space and there are d of 
them, they form a cycle basis. But this implies that every other cycle of G 
is the sum of a subset of the Ci . Applying the lemma again, we see there 
can be no more breaks in /3, besides the bi . 
Now suppose that the bi, as chords of a spanning forest, define basic 
cycles B1 ,..., Bd . By Proposition 2.5, each Bi contains exactly one of the 
chords bi , which is therefore its break (every break must be some bi). 
Again by 2.5, each cycle C of G is the sum of those Bi whose chord/break 
is in C. Hence by the lemma, the break of C is the highest chord it contains. 
In other words, (T is S-broken. 
2.9. Remark. It follows that / /3 I > d implies v is not W-broken. 
However, / ,8 1 = d does not guarantee that D is W-broken, as is shown 
by Examples 2.1, 2.3 (case d = 3). 
3. NEW BREAKING SETS FROM OLD 
We shall define an equivalence relation on E(G) by the rule: x is 
equivalent to y iff the set of cycles containing x is the set of cycles con- 
taining y. Now abbreviate “spanning subgraph of G with r lines” to 
“r4%” (which we may view as an r-element subset of E(G)), and let 
A, = A,(O) be the number of r-SS containing no broken cycle of u. 
Then to say “Theorem W holds for c” means a,. = A, for 1 < r < s. 
THEOREM 2. If the break of any cycle is changed to an equivalent line, 
then each A, remains unchanged. 
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Proof. Suppose the break of cycle C is x, but we change this to the 
equivalent line y. We must show that, although the set of +SS cQ~taining 
no broken cycle may change, its cardinality AT does not. Let X be the set 
of P-SS which contains a broken cycle before the change but not after, 
and Y the set of r-SS which contains a broken cycle after the change but 
not before. Then it remains only to show that 1 X / = 1 Y /. 
An r-SS, J, belongs to X iff J contains C - x but not x, and no other 
broken cycle (such would still be in J after the change). ~irni~arly an 
r-S& J’, belongs to Yiff J’ contains C - y but not y, and no other broken 
cycle. It follows that, because x is equivalent to y, the function 
J + J - y f x is a bijection between X and Y, which completes the proof, 
We now have a way of taking some CJ for which Theorem W holds and 
changing certain breaks so as to obtain a new g> with larger or smaller ,8, 
for which Theorem W still holds. In particular, we may choose an 
equivalence class of lines which contains at least two breaks, X, y,..~, and 
change each break to x. Repeating this wherever possible, we obtain a set 
of broken cycles emin , with breaking set /3 mln ) in which each equivalence 
class contains at most one break. ] &in 1 is uniqjue for given o9 though 
j%nin an Onin in general are not. 
3.1. COROLLARY. Jj”~~i~ is W-broken, then Theorem holds for CT, 
Wow suppose urnin is not W-broken. Examples 2.1 and 2.3 (wi 
show that Theorem W may or may not hold in the case / &in j = d. 
Using the same graph G, we give Examples 3.2, 3.3 below, to show that 
Theorem W may or may not hold in case j &,,iB ! > R Note that the 
esguivalence classes of E(G) are: {a, b), Cc), (d}, (e}, {A g>. We recall that the 
cycles ase: abc, ede, efg, abde, cdfg, abdfg. 
Respective breaks are c, e? g, 4 g, 4; giving / ,6 j = 5. 
To find ! &in 1, we change the last break fromf to the equivalent line g, 
obtaining: / Pmin j = 4 > 3 = d. Theorem W does hold in this case, as 
A, = 20, A, = 8. 
3.3. &CAMPLE. Respective breaks are c, e, g, d, c, b, giving / p j = 5. 
Since p contains not more than one line of any ecquivalence class, we have: 
/ &A, / = j j3 / = 5 > 3 = d. Theorem W fails because A, = 19, 
A4 = 6, whereas a3 = 20, a4 = 8. 
Questiorz. For given 6, what is the greatest possible size of ,8 ? 
Obviously, j ,G / cannot exceed the number of cycles of 6, and certainly 
this upper bound is attained in the graph used above if we assign distinct 
breaks a, c,,L d, g, b, respectively. The bound can be improved as follows. 
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Denote the cycles of G by C, ,..., C, and view them as subsets of E(G), 
with their breaks as representatives. Let I be a nonempty subset of the 
subscripts I,..., p and A(I) the (edge) union of all Ci for which i E I. 
THEOREMS. The greatest size of any breaking set of G is 
P - max(O, (11 I - I AOII) (all admissible I). 
Proof. By the defect form of Hall’s theorem [5] there exist distinct 
representatives for p - t of the Ci (0 < t < p) iff j A(I)/ > / 11 - t for 
each admissible I. Hence the maximum of p - t is p - min(t > 0: 
t~I~I-lwlIf or all admissible I). This proves Theorem 3. 
4. WHEN ARE ALL CYCLES W-BROKEN? 
Let BI ,..., B, be a specific cycle basis for G. 
THEOREM 4. The following are equivalent, for G. 
(1) All sets of broken cycles are W-broken. 
(2) No two cycles have more than one common point. 
(3) The cycles of G are line disjoint. 
(4) No sum of two or more cycles is a cycle. 
(5) No two of the Bi have more than one common point. 
(6) The Bi are line disjoint. 
(7) No sum of two or more Bi is a cycle. 
The following lemma includes most of the work in proving this theorem, 
and is also used in the next section. 
LEMMA B. Let C, , C, be cycles of G with at least two common points. 
Then 
(1) C, and C, are each the sum of two cycles, 
(2) G has a pair of cycles with at least two common lines, 
(3) If C, and C, are line disjoint, the lines of C, u C, have another 
partition into cycles. 
Proof. Let PI be a path in C, , maximal under the condition that no 
interior point of it belongs to C, . Then the end points u, v of PI belong 
to C, , dividing C, into u - v paths P2, Qz , and C, into u - v paths PI, 
Q, . Note that “path” implies the absence of self-crossings. 
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By construction, none of the paths Q1 ) Pz , Qs has any line or mterior 
point common to PI ) and as G has no multiple lines, all but one of these 
paths must have at least two lines. Thus there are cycles P, + Q, : 
P, + Qz9 Pz + PI , Q2 + P, . On the other hand, Q, t 
need not be cycles, or even eulerian subgraphs. 
Proof of (I). We have C, = P, + Qz = (P, + PI) + (Qz + P& 
expressing Cz as the sum of two cycles. A similar resuit holds for C1 . 
P~oj” of (2). Since either PI or Pz has at least two lines, the cycle 
P, + P, has at least two lines in common with either PI + 
Preof of (3). In this case, no two of the four paths can have common 
lines, so Cl u Cz partitions into (PI + Pz) pi (Ql + Q& where the 
first is a cycle, and the second is an eulerian subgraph of G (not necessarily 
a cycle, as Qr may cross Q2), and so itself partitions into cycles. 
4.1. COROLLARY. There is a pair of cycles of G with at least two 
common lines f$f there is a pair with at least one common kite. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We first show that (2)-(7) are e~~iva~e~t, by a 
circle of implications. Statement (2) implies (3) and (5) implies (6), since 
a common line implies two common points. Statement (3) implies (4) 
and (6) implies (7), because every point of intersection between line 
disjoint cycles becomes a point of degree greater than two jn their sum, 
which cannot then be a cycle. Statement (4) implies (5), by Lemma B(1). 
To complete the circle of implications, we must prove that (7) implies (2) 
Assume that (7) holds but cycles C, , Cz have more than one common 
point. By Lemma B(l), C, = C, + C, , where Cz, C, are cycles. By 
Proposition 2.5, C, and C, are each the sum of at least one 
is the f two or more of the & : (7) is contradicted, so suppose 
c3 = B4 . This time (7) is contradicted by .Lb, + B, = Cz . 
To (I) is equivalent to the rest, first assume that (3) holds. 
For a given G, we can order the breaks, then order the remaining lines of G 
to be below all the breaks. Thus (3) implies (I). Since (1) implies (2), 
by Lemma B(2) and Remark 2.2, the proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
4.2. Notation. Suppose G has p cycles, consisting of exactly pi of 
(Li > 2) for each i, with 1 < i < e (e > 
THEOREM 5. If G satisjies one of the conditions of Theorem 4, then 
a,,=Bjfouu>k-p,a~dforl <r<k-pwehaue 
a, = c (--lY (kk_l ;“) 
5Xzb/19/r-7 
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where the sum is over all e-vectors of integers t = (ti) with 0 < ti <pi 
for each i, L = (Li), t = C ti . 
Proof. The cycles of G are line disjoint by Theorem 4(3). Deleting 
an arbitrary line from each cycle gives a W-broken set, by Theorem 4(l). 
If J is an r-SS containing no broken cycle, then E(G) - J contains at 
least one line from each Ci, hence at least p lines. So / J 1 < k - p 
and we have a, = 0 for r > k - p as a consequence of Theorem W. 
Of the (E) r-S& J, suppose rzB contain exactly t broken cycles (1 < t < p). 
Then by Theorem W and the inclusion-exclusion principle, 
k 
a, = 
0 r - 12, + n2 - 
*.- + (-l)P ‘y1,. (3) 
Suppose J contains ti of the pi broken cycles of length Li (1 < i < e). 
This combination can be formed in M = nIi (T;) ways. Since the broken 
cycles are line disjoint, there remain k - C tiLi = k - t * L lines in G, 
of which k - r must not be in J. This choice can be made in N = (k,&F) 
ways. To obtain the total, nt , of these subgraphs, we sum the expressions 
MN over all admissible t = (tJ. Substituting in (3), we obtain formula (2) 
of Theorem 5. 
4.3. Remark. In the above, G is a union of cycles and trees in which 
any two of these “elements” have at most one common point. Therefore 
(cf. [6, p. 59; 3, p. 2531) M,(X) is the product of the chromials of these 
“elements” divided by some power of x. This leads to formula (2). 
However, we have given a proof using broken cycles because it seems 
instructive, and leads naturally to Theorem 6. 
5. THE EULERIAN CASE 
In this final section, G is eulerian and E(G) partitions into (line disjoint) 
cycles D1 ,..., D, . 
THEOREM 6. With G eulerian, if the Di have lengths as in 4.2, then 
formula (2) of Theorem 5 gives an upper limit for the a, . 
Proof. Let (T be a W-broken set for G. Notice that G may have many 
cycles besides the Di . Starting with G, we “break apart” all mutual 
intersections of the Di to obtain a graph G’ which we view as the disjoint 
union of the Di . Certainly G’ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5. 
Further, by retaining the ordering of E(G) = E(G’), we obtain a W-broken 
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set G’ for @’ which is a subset of O. Then every set of Y Iines which contains 
no member of cr contains no member of u’, so we have 
a,(G) = A,(d) 3 A,(a) = a,(G), 
where G,(G) is given by (2). This proves Theorem 6. 
5.1. Remau&. If the partition is not unique, a &rer bound for the ck,. is 
obtained by taking, for each Y, the least value of (2> for all possible 
partitions. 
Under what circumstances is there more than one partition ? A necessary 
condition is that G have some cycle D besides the Di. e find that, 
conversely, the cycle D leads to a new partition. In this connection it is 
very useful to define, for any set of line disjoint cycles D, ,..~, 13, of G, 
an ““intersection graph” H(D, ,..., D,), with points II, ,.-., DQ and a line 
to Dj in H for every common point of cycles Di , Dj in 6. 
Notice tbat the existence of more than one point common to D, , D, 
in G implies multiple lines in H, and hence a .&cycle ($8 is the only graph 
we allow to have multiple lines). A cycle in N of length at least three 
corresponds to a “‘cycle of cycles” in G. We prove the foYLowing. 
THEWEM 7. If G is eulerian, then the following are eguimlent. 
(1) E(G) can be repartitioned, 
(2) G has a cycle besides the Di , 
(3) fw% ,‘.., Dv) has a cycle. 
Proof. Obviously (1) implies (2). To show that (2) implies (3), suppose 
G has a cycle D besides the DC . Then each line of D is in a unique DC _ 
Traversing II, we encounter successive paths PI ,..., Pt of one or more 
lines from EI ,.,.) Ei respectively, where the .E$ are certain of the .p), ~ 
possibly with repetitions (but Ei # E& and t >, 2. The common point 
of Pi , Pi+r is common to cycles Ei , E,+1 , implying that points Ei , Ei+a 
are joined by a line in H. Thus H contains an eulerian subgraph, which 
itself partitions into cycles of length at least two. This implies (3) 
Now suppose (3) holds. If H has a Scycle, then a pair of the D, have 
more than one common point. This leads to a repartitioning as in 
Lemma B(3). Suppose H has no 2-cycle, but a cycle with strccessive 
vertices E1 )..., Et (t >, 3), where the Ei are distinct Dj’s. We traverse the 
points of this cycle in order from E1 , possibly with omissions, as foollows. 
Each point Ei is followed by that point Ej with the greatest subscript i 
for which Es is joined by a line to Ej , except that we do not go straight 
from ET to EC I Eventually we reach Et, having menstruated hr H a cycle 
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with successive vertices Fl ,..., F, say, which has the property that no 
two of its nonadjacent points are joined by a line. 
The corresponding situation in G is that the only intersections among 
the cycles Fi are a unique common point ui of each pair Fi , Fii, (i reduced 
module m). Hence each Fi splits into two ui - Ui+l paths Pi , Qi , and 
no two of PI ,..., P, , Q, ,..., Qm cross. Then a new partition of Fl u **a u F, 
into cycles is (c Pi) u (C QJ. S ince the Fi are certain of the Dj, this 
gives a new partition into cycles of D, u a.0 u D, = E(G). 
5.2. COROLLARY. For G eulerian, the statements of Theorem 7 are 
equivalent to the negations of those of Theorem 4. 
Postscript. This paper arose from a desire to use Theorem W and broken cycles to 
settle Read’s conjecture that the coefficients a, are unimodal (that is, they first increase, 
then decrease, as r increases). It is hoped that the insights gained here, together with [3 1, 
may serve as a contribution toward this end. 
Second, we note Woodall’s Conjecture B [8]: I f  G has many edges, fairly well distrib- 
uted (precisely, if G has “binding” number >#), then G contains a triangle. The formula 
(see Introduction) a2 = (3 - (number of triangles of G) suggests that further study 
of chromatic polynomials, or just the first few a,, might yield some result here. 
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